PLEDGE TODAY FOR SATELLITE!

The 77 satellite channels feeding our TNT, CTN, TV-77 and cable mix turbine down signal—direct-to-home dishes—to blanket the globe with the Good News of Jesus.

TBN also sends satellite meeting desks to homes, churches and villages in many nations in the U.S. One major lesson that God had to teach me.

Among the personal possessions Jan and I had put on the line was our $20,000 life savings, which we gave to get Prayer the Lord on the air. But after only three days of being on the air our money was completely spent! On that third night of Prayer the Lord I was so mentally and physically exhausted I left the program with Jan and our pastor, Syvelle Phillips. I was shocked, but it was true. “You truly LOANED me your savings.” Yes, I had taken back a promise, but that, hopefully, TBN could pay me back in the future. Believe me, God knows ALL our secrets!

I arrived home where I switched on the TV and threw myself across the bed. I said to God, “Alright, if you will cause your people to give a matching $20,000, I will tear up the note and truly GIVE you back in the future. Believe me, God knows ALL our secrets!”
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So, did you hear and understand Jan’s and my miracle of giving up the money, or do you have any questions or comments? We say try this kind of life — you’ll like it! And when you do, please let us know. One of our base callers will be glad to hear from you.

Praise the Lord!

Paul Jr., enjoyed hosting NBA basketball legend A.C. Green Holier of the NYK’s for their first title for having played in 1,592 consecutive games, A.C. is now involved in ministering to thousands of volunteers through the A.C. Green Foundation.

Jan honored a powerful, Holy Spirit assisted program from the Holy Land Experience in Orlando, FL with special guest from great Canada.

The Jerusalem Cross

Yes, another cross — but wait: This cross is more than a cross! It is a wonder cross which is more than a cross and it is named the Jerusalem Cross. The classic Christmas egg is the symbol of new life. Russian artists perfected this glorious symbol in works of art, and deftly designed the Egg with a Russian cross. Thanks to you for a most blessed Christmas season — yes for 38 wonderful Christmases, dear TBN family!

Yes, ours is similar to some of the Russian art, but in some ways it is far more spiritual. We have taken several of our truly classic Tiffany glass windows and affixed them in miniature form to our TBN Egg! WOW — wait till you see it and hold it — you will want to find a place to honor and display it all your life.

Your pledge in the amount shown above will bring you what Jan says is the most elegant gift of all.

P.S. Open up your egg — and surprise!